Literacy
Using capital letters correctly (eg names, places
and I)
Book reviews

Maths
French
Les nombres 1-12 cont
Les animaux





Letter writing


Recounts
Information texts




PE and Games
Real PE: cognitive skills
Gymnastics

Year 1, Spring 2, 2017
Space






Music
Space songs



Topic







Name & locate the world’s seven continents.
People who have walked on the moon.
Naming planets
Understanding what is like in space.
Solar system
Day and Night




Recognise odd and even numbers;
Count objects in 5s and 10s and begin to say 5 lots and
10 lots.
Find half, quarter and three quarters of shapes; begin to
know that two halves and four quarters are a whole and
that two quarters is a half.
Find and begin to know doubles to double 10; revise
pairs to 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 and derive related
subtraction facts.
Use knowledge of pairs of 10 to make pairs to 20; use
number facts to solve word problems.
Relate units of time weeks, days, hours; divide the days
up into parts.
Read and write times to the hour; begin to have a notion
of how long an hour is and how long a minute is.
Tell the time (oʼclock and half past) on analogue and
digital clocks.
Measure using uniform units (cubes and rulers).
Add a 1-digit number by counting on from a 2-digit
number, not crossing 10s at first, then beginning to
cross 10s.
Subtract a 1-digit number by counting back initially from
numbers up to 30 (not crossing 10s) and then generally
from a 2-digit number (not crossing 10s) and from
multiples of 10
Locate 2-digit numbers on a 100-square; begin to
recognise 2-digit numbers as some 10s and 1s.
Make 2-digit numbers using 10p and smaller coins; find
1 more or 1 less than any number to 100; find 10 more.
than any number to 90; find 10 less than any number to
100.

Special Events
Space dome visit – 22
February.

RE
Design and Technology / art

What makes some occasions special?

Science
ICT
Coding

Everyday Materials

Batik
Marbling
Planet mobile

nd

